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ABSTRACT

For modelling nuclear reactor fuel rod behaviour of water

cooled reactors under severe power maneaveuring and high burnupa,

a mechanistic fuel performance analysis code FAIR has been

developed. The code incorporates finite element based

thermamechanical module, physically based fission gas release

module and relevant models for modelling fuel related phenomena,

such as, pellet cracking, densification and swelling, radial flux

redistribution across the pellet due to the build up of Plutonium

near the pellet surface, PCMI/SCC failure of sheath etc. For

analysing high burnup fuels, suitable models have been

incorporated in the code. The code follows the established

principles of fuel rod analysis programmes, such as coupling of

thermal and mechanical solutions along with the fission gas

release calculations, analysing different axial segments of fuel

rod simultaneously, providing means for performing local analysis

such as clad ridging analysis etc. The modular nature of the

code offers flexibility in affecting modifications easily to the

code for modelling MOX fuels and Thorium based fuels. For

performing analysis of fuel rods subjected to very long power

histories within a reasonable amount of time, the code has been

parallelised and is conmistoned on the ANLJPAM parallel processing

system developed at BARC. The capabilities of the code FAIR have

been illustrated by carrying out analytical simulation of

threshold power ramp criteria of PHWR fuel rods and also by

analysing the high burnup fuel rods as a part of IAEA sponsored

CRP on fuel modelling at extended burnups (FUMEX).
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CHAPTER-1

NUCLEAR REACTOR FUEL ANALYSIS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The study of fuel rod behaviour of nuclear reactors finds an

important place in nuclear industry because of the importance and

intricate problems associated with this subject. The importance

attached to this field is obvious, as the fuel pellet matrix *nc

sheath of fuel pin, which constitute the fuel rod, form the first

and second barriers in preventing the release of radioactive

fission products. Hence, the integrity of fuel is to be

maintained under all normal, off-normal and accident conditions

of the reactors. The problems associated with this subject are

intricate, because the fuel rod behaviour is affected by many

complex phenomena, which are interdependant and involve extremely

complex material behaviour. Hence, for studying fuel rod

behaviour, multi disciplinary approach, requiring a fusion of

different subjects like reactor physics, nuclear chemistry,

material science, heat transfer and structural mechanics, is

essential. During the last three decades, a large amount of work

has been carried out in this field, which accounts for as many as

25000 publications til. Among those, who made pioneering

contributions to this field include D.R.Olander, Y.Rashid,

J.H.Gittus, M.J.F.Nately, I.J.Hastings, K.Lassmann, J.A.Turnbull

etc. A bibliography of important contributions to this field can

be found in References 1.1 and 1.2.

A combination of both theoretical and experimental approaches

has been the backbone in studying the behaviour of fuel rods.



The knowledge gained by both these approaches is instrumental in

developing analytical tools for modelling fuel rod behaviour,

what today ar* known as Fuel Performance Analysis Codes. The

modern fuel performance analysis cades farm a clearly defined

mechanical/mathematical framework into which the detailed models

describing the physical behaviour can easily be incorporated.

The basic aims of these codes are i> to pursue a deeper

understanding of the physical phenomena taking place in a fuel

rod, ii> to study hypotheses describing these phenomena and iii)

to systematically correlate the experimental data. By performing

theoretical predictions of the intricate physical, mechanical and

chemeical phenomena occuring in a fuel rod analytically, these

fuel performance analysis codes also result in reducing the costs

of obtaining useful informations compared with experiments. The

macro predictions of these codes include fuel temperatures,

pellet and sheath deformations, fission product release and

pellet clad mechanical interaction. For predicting these values

to a large degree of accuracy, a lot of physical phenomena

occuring in the fuel rod should be modelled in these codes.

These phenomena include i) irradiation effects on the material

properties of pellet and sheath materials, ii) pellet

densification and swelling, iii) gap conductance between pellrt

and sheath, iv) flux profile across the fuel radius, v) pellet

cracking and relocation, vi) contact modelling between pellet and

sheath, pellet and pellet, vii> kinetics of Iodine penetration in

the sheath for modelling the Stress corrosion cracking of sheath

etc. These phenomena are modelled either in a mechanistic,

semi—mechanistic or empirical fashion, depending on the knowldege



availble pertinent to individual phenomenon.

All the countries, having nuclear capability, have been

pursuing the fuel rod modelling with utmost priority. In the

beginning, the fuel performance analysis codes, which are

basically used for design purpose, have been empirical in nature.

But, as more and more knowledge has been gained in both the fuel

and other related fields, they have opted for detailed

mechanistic modelling of fuel rod behaviour. This required,

apart from understanding the physical behaviour of fuel, a

knowledge of advanced numerical methods. Adoption of finite

difference technique, finite element method, better convergence

techniques for analysing nonlinear and ramp cases and modern

computing machines has helped in the development of advanced fuel

performance analysis codes like TRANSURANUS El.33, ENIGMA LI.43

etc. The efforts put in the development of these codes have been

enormous. e.g, TRANSURANUS code contains 30000 tortran

statements and took 3O man—years for its development.

1.2 ANALYTICAL ASPECTS OF FUEL ROD MODELLING

The complex nature of the physical and mechanical phenomena

affecting the fuel rod behaviour, the inherent inter dependanci

of the parameters like temperatures, deformations, gap

conductance, fission gas release and highly nonlinear behaviour

of pellet and sheath materials with respect to temperatures,

stresses and irradiation conditions have imposed severe

constraints on the analytical modelling of fuel rod behaviour.

The constraints in modelling the physical phenomena as well as

the convergence problems associated with thermo mechanical



analysis and coupling between thermal and mechanical analysis of

fuel pins forced the fuel performance analysis cade develapera to

go for better modelling techniques. In the beginning, the codes

took the help af empirical relations in modelling both the thermo

mechanical behaviour of fusl pins and physical phenomena uccuring

in the fuel rods. But as the validation of the empirical models

is restricted to those operating conditions under which they are

derived, the atte'.'- .ion has been diverted from these empirical

models to mechanistic models, for which the help of advanced

numerical methods is essential. The necessary impetus and

momentum for advocation of these methods has come from a series

of teuhnical conferences, notably the SMiRT series. Presently,

the adoption of advanced numerical methods in fuel rod modelling

has gone beyond expectations to the extent that even for

modelling axial mixing of gases, finite element method is being

used. Thus the analytical effo-ts put in modelling the fuel rod

behaviour over the last three decades have resulted in

sophisticated fuel performance analysis codes. The numerical

methods that are being used in fuel rod modelling include Finite

Difference Method, Finite Element Method and better convergence

techniques depending on the individual code developer's own

perception. Simultaneously, in the present age of cost

economics, the advantages in going for high burnup fuels have

been proven to be significant. The latest research efforts are

concentrated in understanding the fuel rod behaviour at high

burnups and improving the analytical prediction capability of

fuel rod behaviour at high burnups.



1*3 DEVELOPMENT OF CODE FAIR

It is in the context of these advances in fuel rod mode11 ing

and advantages in going for advanced fuel cycles and extended

burnups, that it is imperative to develop these capabilities

indegenously. Hence the onus of developing a modern fuel

performance analysis code has been taken in the Reactor Design

and Development Group. This has resulted in the development of

code FAIR(Fuel Analysis of Indian Reactors). The main emphasis

in development of this code has been

a) Predicting the thermo mechanical behaviour of nuclear reactor

fuel elements by advanced numerical methods, such as the finite

element method

b) Evaluating the fuel performance at extended burnups

c) Modelling the fuel rods of advanced fuel cycles

d) Incarparating the relevant physical phenomena in modelling

the above concepts.

As has been the case even with other established fuel

performance analysis codes, it is not possible to freeze the

status of development of these codes. The present and subsequent

Chapters of this report highlight the work carried out in the

last three years in the development of the code FAIR. An outline

of the code FAIR is discussed in this chapter.

1.4 OUTLINE OF CODF FAIR

The fuel performance code FAIR is a mechanistic code, that can

be used for modelling fuel rods of water cooled reactors, that

includes both free standing and collapsible clad fuel rods. Th«

code includes models for analysing high burnup phenomenon. The



organisation of the code FAIR follows the proven principles of

fuel rod modelling, such as coupling of thermal and mechanical

solutions along with fission gas release calculations, analysing

different axial segments of fuel rod simultaneously, providing

means for performing local analysis, such as clad ridge analysis

etc. Apart from, a detailed thermo mechanical and fission gas

release analyses of fuel rods, the code includes several physical

models and exclusive pre and post processing capabilities. The

main features of the code are

i> Predicting thermo mechanical behaviour of fuel pins by 2-D

axisymmetric finite element method, which offers flexibility in

Modelling all types of geometries of fuel pins, clad ridging

analysis etc. The details of this module are given in Chapter.2.

ii) Predicting the fission gas release by physically based

model. This model takes into account relevant fission gas

release mechanisms such as diffusion, effect of intra granular

bubbles on diffusion, grain boundary sweeping, irradiation

induced re—solution and grain boundary saturation. A discussion

on this module is postponed to Chapter.3.

iii> Analysing various physical phenomena by the following sub

models

a) Densification and swelling model

b> Ross and Stout model for gap conductance

c) RADAR model for radial flux distribution

Chapter.4 is devoted to a discussion on these sub models.

iv> Predicting the sheath failure because of pellet clad

mechanical interaction (PCMI> and stress corrosion cracking

<SCC). Chapter.5 discusses the issues related with PCMI and



Iodine induced SCC.

A computer cod* integrating the above modules for a detailed

analysis of fuel rods, will take significant amounts of

computational time. The computational time requirements, the

means to reduce this by using parallel processing system and the

adoptability of fuel performance analysis codes to such systems

will be discussed in Chapter.6.



CHAPTER - 2

THERMO-MECHANICAL MODULE OF CODE FAIR

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The function of thermo mechanical module of furl performance

analysis codes is to perform thermal and structural integrity

analysis of fuel rod taking into account the effects of various

physical phenomena occuring in the fuel rod during irradiarion.

The thermal analysis should take into consideration the variation

of radial and axial flux profiles, the effect of gap conductance

between pellet and sheath, the effect of burnup on pellet thermal

conductivity. The mechanical analysis should consider pellet

deformations due to densification, swelling, cracking and

relocation besides the thermal expansions and creep of pellet and

sheath for predicting the fuel rod structural performance. These

two analyses are coupled. Apart from these, it may be necessary

to analyse various types of contact between pellet and sheath,

pellet and pellet, the influence of pellet cracking patterns on

pellet expansion. A serious effort in these directions has

started in the early seventies and presently a mechanistic

prediction of the temperatures and deformations of fuel rod

>king into account all the physical phenomena has become

possible. A host of modern fuel performance codes like

TRANSURANUS C2.1.1, FEMAXI C2.23 etc are avilable, which treat

mechanistically, with the help of finite element based

calculations, even the effects of pellet cracking and various

types of contacts between pellet and sheath. Thus the

mechanistic prediction of thermo mechanical behaviour of fuel

8



rods has come a lang way compared to the empirical relations used

for the same purpose in the early days of fuel analysis codes.

The procedure adopted for thermo mechanical module in code FAIR

follows the suit of many of modern fuel performance analysis

codes, where an axisym^.etric analysis (R—Z analysis) of fuel rods

can be carried out both for local and global analyses. Finite

element method is used for both the thermal and mechanical

analyses of fuel rods in the code FAIR. Section 2.2 describes

the details of thermal inalysis, Section 2.3 details the

mechanical analysis and in Section 2.4 the issues related to the

coupling between these two analyses are discussed.

Z.?. THERMAL ANALYSIS

2.2.1 OUTLINE:

The temperature distribution calculation in the code FAIR is

based on 2-£> axi«.ymmetric finite element method. A detailed

mathematical formulation based on the principles of 2—D heat

transfer and finite element technique is given in Section 2.2.4.

The salient features of this module are

i> Analysing capability of both steady state and transient heat

transfer through fuel rods under normal and accident conditions.

ii) Consideration of all types of boundary conditions,

variation of boundary conditions with respect to time and phase

change in materials.

iii) Ccinsiderat ion of temperature dependant thermal material

properties.

The thermal conductivity of UO2 pellets is the most important



property that determines the fuel temperatures. The correlations

for thermal conductivity of U02 are available in literature as a

function of temperature, density and stoichiometry. But

experimental evidence in the last ten years has suggested that

the thermal conductivity of UO2 is also a strong function of

burnup and is an important consideration for high buroup fuels.

It has been observed that there is a degradation of thermal

conductivity with burnup because of a reduction in the phonon

contribution to thermal conductivity at high burnups. Based on

the experimental results available at Maiden, the following

equation is suggested for thermal conducitivity of UO2 £2.33.

xphonon = C A + B ) < T + C ) < Burnup l~l

A similar form of equation has been suggested by P.G.Lucata et

al C2.4D based on their findings with SIMFUEL (SIMulated high

burnup FUEL). They suggested the following correlation

X = CO.O53 + (0.016 ± O.OO15)b 3 +

C2.2 - <O.OO5 ± O.OO2)b3 xlO"1 T

Where b is burnup (at */.), T is the temperature (K) and X. is

UO2 conductivity <W/m-k).

In the code FAIR, the correlation based on the Haldcn reactor

data has been incorporated.

2.2.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THERMAL MODULE

The 2-D finite element code for thermal analysis of fuel rods

implemented in the code FAIR is capable of analysing both plane

and axisymrnetric configurations. 2-D isoparametric elements are

implemented in the code. Both triangle and quadrilateral

elements upto second order can be used to model the structures.

Conductivity matrix and thermal load vector are found by

10



numerical integration. A 2x2 or 3x3 Gaussian integration scheme

is used for this purpose. The solution of equations is performed

'using banded Gaussian solver.

2.2.3 SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

The thermal analysis of fuel rods involves nonlinear

calculations even for analysing steady state behaviour. This is

because of material nonlinearity introduced by the temperature

dependency of material properties of pellet and sheath materials.

This behaviour is analysed by performing iterative thermal

analysis, considering each iteration as quasi steady state, till

convergence is achieved. The convergence of the analysis is

based on the norm of temperatures CNORM C2.53, which is limited

to a prescribed value. CNORM is expressed as

CNORM = CE ATi.V''2 x tZ T^T*''2, Where T stands for

temperature.

Direct integration methods are used to analyse the transient

behaviour of fuel rods. More details of these methods are given

in following Section. It is suffice here to say that generally

Galerkin or Crank-Nicholson solution schemes are used in

transient analysis beacuse of their unconditional numerical

stabi1ity.

2.2.4 FORMULATION

The governing differential equations for a 2-D plane heat

transfer problems are expressed by the following set of

equations.

The governing differential equation is

11



h (Ay Ty>
subjected to boundary conditions

T " T(x,y,t> on surface St C2>

T = To <x,y> in domain D <3>

At T,x 7?x + *y T.y ̂ y * d + A <T-T®> = O on surface S2 <4)

Eqns.2-4 respectively represent constant temperature, initial

temperature and convective heat transfer boundary conditions.

•&xJ Ay are the thermal conductivity values

T x and T y are the temperature derivatives with respect to M

and y directions

Q is the heat generation

p is the density

c is the specific heat

T is the time derivative of temperature

q is the heat flux on surface Sx

l)x, 7Jy are direction cosines

Too is the ambient temperature

A is the heat transfer coefficient

A variational formulation of the same problem yields th«

functional as

n = // i ( | ̂•x|i:9|c:i( J.*J. - Q T

- / A(TooT - O.5T2>ds - S q T d s <3>

with

The surface integrals need to be evaluated only on the portion

of 's' subjected to convection or prescribed flux.

12



For solving eqn.5 by finite element method, the following

expressions making use of snapa functions, their derivatives

should be used.

The temperature field T in terms of element nodal temperatures

CTO> is related by shape functions CNJ as

T = CN3tTo> C6a>

The derivatives of the temperature field Td are related to the

element nodal temperatures tTQ> by the matrix CB3 as per the

expression given as

<Td> » tBKT,} (6b>

Where CB3 - {#>tN3 (6c)

Using the eqns«6a-6c, the functional for heat transfer for a

single element can now be expressed as

-<ra> -

with Ck3 = Sv EB3
TC9C3CB3 dV (8a)

Ch3 = /a tN3
TA CN3 dS (Bb)

Cc3 = /v LN1
Tp& CN3 dV (8c)

lruy = /a CN3
Tq dS (8d)

<ra> = /v CN3
TQ dV (8e>

<rh> " ^s CN3TATco dS (Bf)

By adding the contributions of functional n# of all the

elements, we get the functional of assembled system IT. In the

assembled system all the element arrays and matrices are replaced'

by global arrays. By minimising the functional U with respect to

the global temperature array CT>, we get the characteristic

equations to be solved for the tempearatures as



( CK3 + CH1XT) + tC K T ) » ««,> •*• CRaJ •«• tRh> (9>

where CK3 = E Ck3, <Rq> = £ <r<|> etc.

The system af equations resulting from eqn.9 should be solved

to get the nodal temperatures. The eqn.9 can be represented in a

simple form as

CKT3CT> + CC3CT> = <RJ

Where CKT3 = CK3 + CHD and «R) = tRq> + <RQ> +

For analysing the thermal transients, direct integration

methods C2.53 are used. Considering two temperature states,

seperated by time increment At and denoted by <T>n and tT>n+4

the relation between them by generalised trapezoidal rule can be

given as

<T>n** - *T>n + < U-tf>Tn + ft Tn+1 > At (11)

The f i n i t e element heat transfer equations at these two states

can be given, based on eqn.lO as

? (12a>

1 (12b>

Combining eqns 12a and 12b and using eqn.ll to eliminate the

time derivatives with the assumption that CC3 does not change

during the time interval, the following result can be obtained.

CC3 + ,'?CKT3j<T>n+t . |-£- CC3 - (1-

The factor ft is the user input parameter. Depending on the

value of ft, different solution schemes are passible as follows

ft - O forward difference or Euler (conditionally stable)

ft = O.5 Crank-Nicolson or trapezoidal rule (unconditionally

14



stable)

(i = O.67 Galerkin (unconditionally stable)

ft » 1 backward difference (unconditionally stable)

If ft = O, the algorithm is termed explicit. If ft >O, it is

termed implicit. In explicit method, the computational effort

per time step is small, but the value of time interval allowed is

also small to avoid numerical oscillations. Reverse is true for

implicit method. Among implicit methods, the choice /?=0.S is

possible, but sharp transients may excite oscillations in the

solution. Oscillations can be controlled by decreasing the time

step value or numerically damped by choosing a slightly high ft

value.

2.3 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

2.3.1 FORMULATION

The mechanical analysis routine implemeneted in the code FAIR

is based on 2-0 axisymmetric finite element techniue. A detailed

formulation of the code based on principles of solid mechanics

and Finite Element Method is given in section 2.3.4. It is based

on theory of incremental plasticity, which relates increments of

plastic strains to the stresses and hence the final equilibrium

depends on whole history of loading. The onset of yielding is

governed by Von—Mises yield criterion. This yield criterion is

based on distortion energy theory and depends on second and third

invarients of stress tensor. The stress—strain relations beyond

yield are governed by Prandtl-Reuss flow rule. i.e, The plastic

components of strain increment at any instant of loading are

15



proportional to the instantaneous stress deviation. Shift in

yield locus is based on isotropic hardening theory which does not

consider Bauschinger's effect. Therefore, the yield locus

cannot translate, but can only dilate in all directions of fl -

plane. The code also considers temperature dependant material

properties such as Young's modulus, yield strength poiaaon's

ratio, thermal expansion coefficients, etc .

The treatments for thermal strains and creep strains are

similar to that of initial stress problems in Finite element

method. Thermal strains depend on temperature gradient and

thermal expansion coefficients. Creep strains depend on stress,

strain, temperature and time. Creep strains are expressed by

creep laws. These creep laws should be integrated over time to

obtain creep strain increments. Presently Power creep law and

time hardening creep law in addition to the special creep law for

Zircaloy have been incorporated in the program.

2.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL MODULE

The present Finite element code is a 2 - D code and hence it is

capable of analysing plane stress, plane strain and axisymmetric

structures. Different kinds of two dimensional elements such as

quadrilateral 4 noded, 8 nuded Scerendipity , 9 noded Lagrangian

and triangular 3 noded, £> noded isoparametric elements are

implemented. Numerical integration of various expressions such

as striffnese matrix, load vector and stress vector is done by

using Gaussian integration scheme. Depending upon the user's

choice a 2 X 2 o r 3 X 3 integration scheme can be used. Solution

of characteristic equations is done by using Frontal technique.

16



Convergence of solution is checked by specifying a tolerance on

norm of unbalanced residual load.

2.3.3 SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

The basic effect of considering material nonlinearity problems

is that it generates a set of nonlinear equations, which require

iterative techniques to solve them. That means in the Finite

element equation (Kl <<£> • <F> thp stiffness matrix IK1 is not

constant, but depends on unknown field variable <#>. There are

two different procedures which are widely used to solve small

displacement plasticity and creep problems. The first one is

called the Tangential stiffness method. In this case the effects

of material nonlinearity are considered by modifying stiffness

matrix. In case of second method, which is known as Initial

strain method or Residual force method , the material

nonlinearity is considered by an effective load vector. The

former method is chosen in the present code with different

solution techniques, such as Newton - Raphson method and

Modified Newton — Raphson method.

2.3.4 MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The formulation derived here for mechanical analysis of cade

FAIR due to thermo—mechanical loading is based on Von—Misec

yield criterion, Prandtl—Reuss flow rule and isotropic hardening

rule.

The equilibrium of an element in Finite fllpment Method is

generally represented by

f CB3 CdOrJ dv = CdF> (141
V

Where <dc> i s Stress Vector td^>T = Ĵ  dcK do»y dTxy d<yz J

17



CBJ is strain-displacement matrix .

and CdF7 is load vector.

But <d«> = CDap] ld£7 -»• tdp) <13>

CDap] is elastoplastic matrix, which is dependent on stress

state and material properties. Cdp? is the initial stress

arising because of thermal strains, creep strains and strains due

to temperature dependent material properties and <dc> is strain

vector given by

Cdtf>T = [ deK d£y dr,,y dcx J

Hence, eq.(l) can be rewritten as

f CB3T CD«p] «d£) dv = «dF> - f CB] T tdp> dv (16»
V V

Now the expressions for CD A p] and <dp> will be derived.

A) Expression far [DepJ

For a plastically yielded point in a body the total strain

increment in given by

<d£yl * (d£J° + idsyp (17)

fa

Where i.d£~) is elastic component of strain increment and

{.de~> is plastic component of strain increment.

Stress increment <do*> due to small load increment is given by

<do-> * CD3 Cdii9

i.et Cdcr> = CD3 i<.d£~>^- <dfi>p) (18)

Where CDD is srtess - strain matrix.

The effective stress {<?) based on Von-Mises Yield Criterion is

given by

Hence increment in effective stress da becomes

do = i Z-Z. id<yy <2O>
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(21 >
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I
J

Wher* Cx'f cy*and c,' are deviatric cumpanents of stresses
p

From Prandfcl-Reuss flow rule Cd£> « d\ td<y') <22>

Where d.V is a constant and Cdc") is vector of incremental

deviatric stress components.

T « I dorK' d^y' dTxy dO-3' J

From eqn.21 <d<y'> = ~T~ * 1 y u" f

Hence <d<c)p - 2/3 <r d^ •[ y-~ }

Thia can also be written as (d£>p ^= ds p 4 •*-%. \ C23)

From equations <18>, (2O) and <23>, it follows that

CD3 < Cd,>1 - d2 • P { ** } ,

do- can be written in terms of hardening parameter (H '> a«

do- » H d« p <23»

Eliminating d<? from equations (24) and (25) we obtain

4 J[ | 4 J CD3
£ p

H • t Jl J "» {
Denoting the denominator of the above equation by DENW1



DENWl « H + 1*4] »'{**} 127 >

Substituting equations (23) and (26) in equation (18) we get

CD]

0ENW1

CD] . »> {J4} IJ4 J
DENWl

(2B>

The term in bracket of the above equation is CDop]

CD.p] = CD] - {M} IM J
DENWl

(29)

B)Expression for <dp>

For a body under creep due to small thermo—mechanical load

increment, total incremental strain is given by

W e ) 1 - Cd£)e + <d£>p + td£)'*" + CdOtp + Cd£>° (3O)

Where td£> = incremental thermal strain

{d£> a incrmental strain due to temperature

dependent material properties and

ids') = incremental creep strain

<df> is discussed previously. Incremental strains due to

thermal expansion are given by

tds)th a dT {CO (31)

Where Cct) representsthermal coefficient of expansion along
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the three axes and is given by {«> = 1 aM Oy a_l

and dT is temperature increm >t.

Incremental strains due to temperature dependent material

properties are given by

= dT

where CC3 is strain-stress matrix.

Increments in creep strain depend upon th« creep law . It

can be calculated by integrating creep law ov.-r time interval.

At

L - £c ic > dt <33>

Where £c is creep sram rate and can be of the form

£c = A a ... Power creep law or

Cc - A cr t ... Time hardening creep law.

Substituting for {d^> , Cd/:) , Cd^> and <d<«) in eqn.3O w»

get an expression for elastic strain as

- dT C<a> - dT

Hence increment in effective stress can be obtained as

M JtD] [""'-aiP {14} - <»> -

dT § ~ T
C C 3 <<^>- <d^>Cl (35>

When yield stress is a function of temperature and hardening

parameter, increment in effective stress becomes
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da dT <36>
a 7 p or

Eliminating da from equations (35) and (36) and using the

definition for DENW1 from equation (27), we get the txpression

for d<?p as

i t± I
DENWl

f - dT dT

DENW1

From equations (34) and (37) incremental stress vector c«n be

written as

Cdc) = CDwp3 Cd£> - CD.pl JdT <CO + dT ^-y «;'> + ld£>- CD.pl JdT cl

(38)

CdpJ - CDop3 dT dT

f <» a
1 7"̂}
DENW1

(39)

^.4 COUPLING OF THERMAL & MECHANICAL SOLUTIONS

The coupling between thermal and mechanical solutions of fuel

performance codes is necessary due to the dependancy of the gap

conductance on the physical gap between pellet and sheath. This

gap is a main function of fuel temperatures and fuel temperatures

are dependant on gap conductance. The general practice followed

in fuel performance analysis codes is to carry out thermal and

mechanical analysis in succession repeatedly till convergence is
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achieved with respect to gap, when the gap is open and with

respect to contact pressure, when the gap is closed. The

convergence of this gap conductance is of great significance,

especially when the physical gap between pellet and sheath

becomes smaller, because under prediction of gap conductance will

. cause the gap to close j so, in turn the gap conductance will

increase and this may open the gap again in next convergence

iteration or vice versa. Hence the solution may tend to

oscillate. The convergence schemes adopted are not discussed

much in literature. A proper convergence scheme is necessary for

faster and accurate results.

For obtaining convergence of gap conductance, the procedure

followed in the code FAIR, when the gap is open, is as follows.

The first estimate of the gap conductance for temperature

calculations is based on the converged physical gap between

pellet and sheath from the previous time step. For subsequent

iterations, instead of using the gap value calculated by

mechanical module, the initial gap used for the first estimate is

slowly incremented in each iteration, till the predicted gap

equals to the gap calculated by mechanical module, when the

convergence is said to be achieved. The value of the increment

is dependant on the gap existing between pellet and sheath. In

the case of closed gap, the contact pressure is incremented till

convergence is achieved with respect to calculated contact

pressure. This method has so far assured monotonic convergence

for all the fuel rods analysed by the code FAIR.
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CHAPTER - 3

FISSION GAS RELEASE MODULE IN FAIR

S.I INTRODUCTION

One of the fundamental functions of fuel preforatance analysis

cades is, to predict the fission product release from fuel pins.

The estimation of fission product gas release i% of paramount

importance because of two important factors. These are i) The

release of fission product gases will cause the dilution of

filler gas of fuel pins. This will impair the gap conductance

between pellet and clad, which will lead to higher fuel

temperatures. ii> Their release causes an increase in internal

gas pressure of fuel pin. This pressure can exceed the coolant

pressure, leading to higher stresses in the clad. This may

eventually affect the integrity of fuel pins. The fission

product gas release process is a complex one, involving a number

of uncertain variables and interdependant phenomena. e.g.. Fuel

temperatures dictate the fission product release fractions, but

the release itself will affect the fuel temperatures. This

interdependancy, coupled with many uncertain variables <which

will be introduced in the due course of this report), makes the

prediction of fission product release extremely difficult task,

and hence calls for a clear understanding of various aspects that

affect the fission product release.

Realising the importance and difficulties involved in

predicting the fission product release, a significant amount of

work has been carried out both on experimental and analytical

fronts and is documented in literature. But, because of



sensitive and secretive nature, the literature is often

characterised by the efforts of authors to supress important

information in the form of missing constants of their various

models. But this should neverthlessT undermine the efforts and

utility of their contributions to this field. The first of

simplistic analytical model proposed by A.M.Booth C3.13,

popularity known as Booth's diffusion model dates back to 1936.

Since then many empirical and physically based models have been

appearing in the literature. These models range from, expressing

fractional fission gas releases as a function of temperature

ranges to empirical models based on the experimental observations

C3.23 and to the physically based models, which have strong

backing of both theoretical and experimental fronts. Two of tho

models which have found wider acceptance are a>ANS-5.4 £3.33 and

b >phs:Lcal ly based models. The first of the physically based

models is due to the works of Hargreaves and Collins [3.43.

Since then, many researchers have been following this approach.

Their works have made considerable impact in better understanding

and wider acceptance of this approach. Notable contributions in

this approach have mainly been due to Notley and HastingsC3.53,

White and Tucker C3.63, H.G.Suk et al £3.7] and T.Nakajima and

H.Saito C3.83.

The same approach of physically based model has been adapted in

the code "FAIR" for predicting the fission product release from

fuel pellets. The modus operandi and mechanisms of this approach

involve Diffusion of gas atoms from grain matrix to grain

boundaries, Sweeping of gas atoms to grain boundaries because of

grain growth, Precipitation of gas atoms to form intergranular
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bubbles, Resolution of gas atoms at the grain boundaries back to

grain matrix and Ultimate -fission product release because of

bubble interlinkage. The subsequent sections of this chapter

describe in detail various steps in modelling the fission product

release.

3.2 GENERICS OF THE MODEL

The fission of U by neutrons yields a number of sal id and

gaseous fission products. The solid fission products are

contained within the grains of U02 and cause swelling of the

fuel. But, gaseous fission products are released from the grains

to the fuel pin free volume through various cracks, voids and

f|ssures that are initially present and formed during

irradiation. The stable fission product gas release is mainly

because of the release of Xenon and Krypton, which have

percentage yields of 21.83 and 3.83 respectively for thermal

295

neutron fission of U . The physically based model allows for a

mechanistic calculation of the release of these fission product

gases.

The fission product gases generated in the grain matrIK of fuel

pellet go through various stages before reaching the free volume

of the fuel pin. There are two different mechanisms by which

fission product gas atoms in the grain matrix reach the grain

boundary. The first one is by diffusion of gas atoms from the

matrix to the grain boundary. This is a temperature controlled

phenomenon. Before reaching the gra'n boundary, some of these

gas atoms may be trapped by intragranular bubbles. The second

one is by grain boundary sweeping, where, the gas atoms are swept
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away to the grain boundary because of grain growth. This

mechanism is controlled by burnup and temperature. The gas atoms

on the grain boundary precipitate to form intergranular bubbles,

the size and density of which is controlled by the number of gas

atoms on the grain boundary, temperature and burnup. The number

of gas atoms held by these inter granular bubbles is limited by

grain boundary saturation capacity beyond which, the bubbles

interlink and loote gas atoms to the free volume. Once, the

number of gas atoms reaching the grain boundary exceeds the

saturation limit, any further gas atoms arriving at the grain

boundaries are released to the free volume of fu«.?l pin. Another

important mechanism, by which the balance of gas atoms at the

grain boundary is affected, is known as re- solution. i.. e, the

gas atoms at the grain boundary are assumed to be returning to

the grain matrix by irradiation induced re-solution process and

continue subsequent diffusion. These mechanisms are

schematically depicted in Fig.3.1. These are elaborated in

sections 3.3 to 3.6.

J.J DIFFUSIONS. RELEASE

The release of fission product gases by diffusion is mainly

dependant on diffusion coefficient, grain size and intragranular

bubbles. Intragranular bubbles act as trap sites, where some of

the gas atoms can be trapped before reaching the grain boundary

and hence cannot take part in diffusion. These trapped gas atoms

will again enter back into the grain matrix. The size <R"> and

concentration of <Nb) of such bubbles will be instrumental in

dictating the diffusional release of fission product gases. For
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understanding the nature and magnitude of the influence of all

these variables on fission product release, a beginning should b«

made from diffusion equation.

The diffusion equation from a sphere of radius 'a"t which

accounts for trapping in the intra granular bubbles and

resolution from these bubbles is described by

dc _ f <?Zc 2 dc 1 . , n ,. 4

elm . ,^- = gc - b m

The nomenclature is given in Section 3.1O.

Under equilibrium trapping conditions, where the rate of

trapping of gas atoms by intragranular bubbles equals that of

resolution of gas atoms from these bubbles back into matrix, the

time derivative of 'm' can be negelected. Hence

gc ~ b'm <3>

Equations (1>—(3), will result in

Where y = c + m (5a)

and D'= D b'/(b'+g) (5b)

Equation (4) describes the diffusion equation within the

spherical grain under equilibrium trapping conditions. The

variables D', b and g can be derived as follows.
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at Ditfusion Coefficient

The single atom diffusion coefficient is expressed as

-1O 9 Z -4O

D <= 7.6 x 10 exp<-2.9289x10 /RTfc) + » Jv V + 2K10 F <6>

where

j v • 1O13 exp<-2.3O97xlO3/RTk»

ZVO

V « — W - T I U + ^ ~ I - 1 I and
jv<a.s*+ZVo>*

Vo= exp(-2.3O97xlO
5/RTk)

b) Trapping Parameters

The trapping probability at bubbles (g> and resolution rate of

trapped gases in bubbles back into matrix (b'> are expressed as

b*= 3.O3 F n lf <iT • ZO)* (B)

For evaluating g and b' it is necessary to knot* the bubble

radius <R~) and concentration (N^>. These two are related as

Nb « 1.52 a / n lt i R + Zo>* <9)

The only variables in eqns. 7-9 are the bubble radius (R*> and

bubble concentration <N^>. The rest of the parameters are

constants, which are described in Section 3.10. These two

variables are related by eqn.9. Hence the only independent

unknown parameter is the bubble radius. This can be derived as

explained below.

Using Van der walls relation for the state of gas, the relation

between the number of gas atoms in a bubble (m ) and the bubble

radius.can be expressed as

m = » 4 . T R / 3 B
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Where B is Van der walls constant.

Using the relations m = m N^ ; c = v — m and qc =» b'm, the

fallowing expression far the bubble radius i« obtained

C 3.03 F .7 1, ( R + lo)
Z + 4 7 T D R N b ] R Z = 3 D v B <11)

The bubble radius can be obtained by solving the eqn.ll. Once

the bubble radius is calculated, the trapping parameters and

hence effective diffusion coefficient <D'> can be known.

Determination of diffusion coefficient is the first step in

calculating the diffusional release. For calculating fractional

diffusional release corrosponding to a particular time interval,

the kinetics of the fision gas generated in the present time

interval ineu born gas), and the gas retained in the grain matrix

upto the beginning of the present time interval (old gas), are

assumed to be different. The main difference is the absence of

source term (i.e,/?=O) in the diffusion equation (1) for finding

out the fractional release of old gas. Hence two different sets

of expressions are obtained for fractioncal diffusion release for

new born and old gas. The expressions are

For new born gas

iZ D't

n D * t *• a

~2 - 1.5 2_* for n2D't/a2 < 1 <13>

For old gas

X | z exp l^-—* | for nr2D't/a2 > 1 (14>
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- 22-.I for TT*D't/V < 1 (IS)

For finding out the total release of both old and new born gas

due to diffusion in a given time interval the following

proceedure is adopted. The fractional diffusion release (f M V)

for the new born gas is first calculated. For calculating the

additional release of old gas in the present interval because of

temperature changes or additional time in this time interval, a

circumlocutory approach is fallowed. The important point in this

approach is that the fractional diffusion release values

corresponding to the beginning and end of a given time step

should be calculated for the same operating conditions "of the

pellet (i.e, same pellet temperatures). But, the fractional

diffusion release at the beginning of the time step is already

known according to the previous time step conditions and must not

be changed for the current time step. So for calculating the

fractional diffusion release at the end of the time step a new

course is fallowed. The time required **o) for getting the

fractional diffusion release corrosponding to the start of

present time interval ^oldp' * *s first calculated at the new

operating conditions from eqns 14-15. The duration of the

present time interval (At) is added to get the time tt. This

time, t1 is used to calculate new release fraction foijc.

For diffusion to take place, the concentration of gas atoms in

the grain matrix should be greater than the threshold

concentration of gas atoms near the grain boundary. The later is

a result of the gas atoms on the grain boundary entering back to

grain matrix because of irradiation induced re-solution. These
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are concentrated in a narrow region, known as resolution depth.

The threshold concentration increases initially as more and more

gas atoms are reaching the grain boundary. But once the grain

boundary is saturated, the threshold remains more or less

constant. The calculation procedure for threshold concentration

is explained in the later part of this report in Section 3.6. If

CQ is the concentration of gas atoms in the grain matrix, Cmcu<m

is the threshold concentration, then the total number of gas

atoms diffusing to the grain boundary <ALolai >, is equal to the

difference of these two concentrations multiplied by the volume

of the grain. But the concentration of gas atoms in the grain

matrix is because of both new born gas tAriau> and gas atoms

retained in the grains upto the beginning of the present time

interval <ACilj). So out of the total release of fission gas

atoms by diffusion, a fraction <Anav/ (Anau+Aold>, follow the

release dictated by fnav and the rest of the fraction follow the

release dictated by fold. Hence the release of gas atoms for a

patricular time interval by diffusion <Ar<>ld>, is expressed as

A 3 *n»w * "I ola I " "n»v *'oldc ~ '©Idp* K nj,5ial X " o I d
"r»ld +

(1&>

3.4 SWEEPING RELEASE

Other than diffusion, grain boundary sweeping is the only

mechanism, by which fission gas atoms can reach the grain

boundary. The treatment of release by this mechanism is rather

simple, unlike the diffusional release. This release is because

of grain growth of equi-axed and columnar grains. Grain growth
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is a function of burnup and temperature. Grain growth almost

ceases after certain burnup, beyond which there will be

negligible contribution to release by this mechanism . For

modelling grain growth, a lot of emperical models are available

C3.2,3.4,3.53. In the code 'FAIR',the model given in MATPRO

C3.23 is adopted. MATPRO defines the equi-axed grain growth by

the following expression.

d4 - do* • 1.717 K 10*° exp <-3.87xlO
S/RTjc> t <17)

This expression is used to calculate the final grain diameter

corresponding to the end of time interval of a given time <^tep.

The release fraction of fission gases swept by grain boundary

movement for a particular time step 'i'is expressed as

fawp = 1 - (d^/dt)3 (IB)

This fraction multiplied the number of gas atoms retained in

the grain matrix gives the number of fission gas atoms reaching

the grain boundary because of grain boundary sweeping.

3.5 BRAIN BOUNDARY SATURATION

All the fission product gas atoms, that reach the grain

boundary are not available for release to the free volume of fuel

pin. This is because, the fission gas atoms reaching the grain

boundary during the initial portion of irradiation history,

precipitate to form fission gas bubbles (intergrannular bubbles),

till the grain boundary is saturated by the gas atoms. The number



of gas atoms held by these bubbles is limited by its storage

capacity. As the bubbles grow in size, they eventually come in

contact with each another, interlink and loose the gas atoms to

the free volume of the fuel pin. It is a fundamental assumption,

in the physically based models, that any further gas atoms

reaching the grain boundary that is already saturated under the

prvailing conditions, must be released to the free volume of the

fuel pin. The storage capacity, which is better known as

saturation capacity, is expressed as the maximum number of

fission gas atoms that can be stored on the grain boundary per

unit of its surface area. This information has been under

constant evolution, for the understanding of this mechanism

became more and more clear, because of experimental

post-irradiation examination information. Chronologically, it

18 Z

started with a constant number of 7xlO atoms/m of grain

boundary area, as given by Hargreaves and Collins C3.4]. Later

on, it was found that the saturation density is a function of

temperature, surface energy, external mechanical constraint

C3.5,3.103. The saturation limit is obtained by balancing the

pressure inside the inter grannular bubbles against the capillary

forces restraining the bubble in addition to the mechanical

forces operating on the bubble. Accordingly, Notley and Hastings

C3.5J assumed the bubbles to be of spherical shape with a maximum

of 6xlO bubbles/to of grain boundary surface area. This

corresponds to a bubble radius of 2x10 m before the bubble inter

linkage and hence ultimate release occurs.

But, actually because of the difference between grain boundary

energy and free surface energy in UO2, the inter grannular
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bubbles nre non-spherical in shape C3.63. When two surfaces meat

at a grain boundary, the angle between them VZQ\ is controlled by

the relative magnitudes of grain boundary and free surface

energy. The accepted value of & is SO . The bubbles on the

grain boundaries are lenticular bubbles of approximately circular

projection.

Projected radius of bubble rp = rt- sind (17a)

Volume of in tergr annular bubble Vgf •= 4 it rt ff<#>/3 <19b>

Where ff(£) relates the volume of the lens to that of complete

sphere and is given by

ff<0> = 1 - 1.5 cos# + O.5 cos
3<9 (19c)

& semi di-hcdral angle.

Assuming ideal gas law for these bubbles, the number of gas

atoms required for mechanical stability is expressed as

PV 4 n r*9 P "ZY 1
' KT 3 K T ' L rf J

The satuation limit which is expressed as the maximum number of

gas atoms that can be stored on the grain boundary per unit of

its surface area is given by

The factor fb takes care of the fractional coverage of the

grain boundaries.

The effect of grain boundary saturation on fission gas release

process can be interpreted as a delay in yielding the initial

release to free volume of fuel pin. The grain boundary
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saturation limit allows for some incubation time before actual

release to free volume of fuel pin occurs. The incubation period

can be seen to be a function of temperature. This incubation

period is expressed in terms of burnup, for a better feel of this

value. i.e, The higher the temperature, the smaller is the

burnup required for initial release to take place. The

combination of all the fission gas mechanisms described above

i.e., diffusion, grain boundary sweeping and the grain boundary

saturation limit expressed by eqns. 16,18 & 21, will yield early

and high fission gas release at high temperature and even at low

burnups. Whereas, delayed and little or no fission gas release

can occur at low tempertures even at very high burnups. This can

be appreciated from the fact that at high temperatures, the grain

boundary saturation limit is low and fission gas release

mechanisms to grain boundary are very powerful and vice versa.

Experimental evidence at Halden reactor C3.123, has given a

compromise result of rather both the extremities of the above

cases. For this reactor, Vitanza et al C3.123 have given an

expression for incubation period as

Bu = 5 x exp<9BOO/Tc) <22>

Where Tc is the threshold centreline temperature corrsponding

to burnup *I3u'. The threshold centre line temperature,

corresponding to a given burntip, is the tempreature at the centre

line of fuel pin at which a fission gas release of 1% is

observed. This threshold temperature decreases with increase in

burnup and saturates to a value of around 1O8O C at high burnups.

To model the behaviour represented by eqn.22, the grain
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boundary saturation limit expressed by eqn.21 has to be modified.

This modification is in terms of multiplying the grain boundary

saturation limit expressed by eqn.21 by a constant number. This

constant is function of burnup and decreases with increase in

burnup values. An equation to this effect has been derived and

implemented in the code FAIR. Hence the grain boundary

saturation limit in code FAIR is expressed as

ff«9)fb [ 21 + p M l j <Z3>

Where Ct is burnup dependent constant.

3.6 IRRADIATION INDUCED RESOLUTION

The gas atoi.is stored in the inter granular bubbles have a

tendency to enter back into the grain matrix by a process known

as re-solution. This is one of the irradiation effects and

occurs throughout the history of fuel operation. These gas atoms

which are entering the grain matrix by re-solution, are

concentrated in a very narrow region near the grain boundary,

which is known as resolution depth. The irradiation induced

re-solution effects are two fold. Firstly, it increases the

fission gas production artificially in the region of re-solution

depth and secondly, it provides a threshold barrier for diffusion

of fission gas atoms to grain boundary as explained earlier. The

height of this barrier depends on a dynamic equilibrium between

the rate at which atoms are entering back into the matrix from

the inter grannular bubbles and the rate at which they diffuse

back to the boundary. Speight C3.93 has given a procedure for

calculating the number of atoms re—entering back into grain
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matrix and the threshold barrier concentration.

Number of gas atoms re—entering the grain Matrix because of

re-solution <Nrog) is given by

NPaa - b N<,b /2 <24>

Threshold barrier concentration <CTOaxm) is given by

C ™ ™ = b \ N9b / 2 D' <25I

As explained already, Ngb, the atoms density on the grain

boundary has got a limiting number and hence threshold

concentration cannot increase beyond certain value far the

prevailing set of operating conditions. Whenever the level of

fission gas concentration in the matrix increases beyond the

threshold value, unimpeded diffusion of gas atoms from grain

interior to grain boundary is possible. It is of interesting to

note the importance of factor 2 in the denominator of eqns.24 fc

25. This is because the contributions to the common grain face

come from both the adjacent grains.

3.7 CALCULATION PROCEDURE

The basic inputs for the calculation of fission gas release are

fuel temperatures, burnup and linear power. Given these inputs

corrosponding to a particular time interval, the following is a

step by step description of the method followed in the

calculation of fission gas release in code FAIR.

1) The fuel pin at each axial section is divided into 1O0

annuli of equal thickness. Associated with each ring, a set of

information is kept track of in corrosponding arrays^ throughout

the irradiation history. The set includes the information

regarding



a) Temperature

b) Initial grain size at the beginning of time interval

c) Final grain size at the end of time interval

d) Total grain surface area of all the grains in a ring

e) Grain boundary saturation limit

f) Fractional diffusion release

g) Number of fission gas atoms produced

h) Uumher of atoms released by diffusion to grain boundary

i) Number of atoms released by sweeping to grain boundary

j) Total number of atoms on the grain boundary

k) Number of atoms re-entering the matrix by re-solution

1) Number of atoms retained in the grain matrix

m) Number of atoms released to the free volume of fuel pin

2> The fuel temperatures are obtained from 'THERMAL' module.

The grid points used in THERMAL module and fission product module

are not the same. In THERMAL module, the calculations are

performed using Finite Element Method. Here less number of grid

points (nodes) are used along the fuel pin radius to save

computation time. Hence, the temperatures obtained from THERMAL

module are interpolated to get the temperatures at the centre of

all the rings.

3) The fission gas atoms produced in each ring are calulated

corrsponding to the present time interval and the array

containing this information is updated.

4) For each ring, grain growth corrosponding to the ring

temperature and end of time interval is calculated according to

eqn.17. The arrays corrosponding to final grain size at the end

of time interval and grain surface area of all the grains in the
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ring are modified.

3) For each ring, grain boundary saturation limit is calculated

according to eqn.23.

6> The release to free volume is equal to the difference

between the total number of atoms reaching the grain boundary by

diffusion and sweeping and number of atoms required to saturate

the grain boundary. This ofcourse, is true only when the grain

boundary is saturated. Hence final release to free volume is

affected by a change in either of the above two parameters. In

this step, the additional release because of change in number of

atoms reqired to saturate the grain boundary is calculated. The

arrays containing the total number of atoms released to free

volume, number of atoms on the grain boundary are updated.

7) The number of atoms entering back into the grain matrix

because of irradiation induced resolution is calculated for each

ring. The array carrosponding to the total number of atoms

entering back into matrix because of re-solution is updated. The

threshold barrier concentration of atoms near the grain boundary

in the resolution depth region is calculated according to eqn.25.

8) The number of atoms released by diffusion to grain boundary

is calculated as explained in Section 3.3 and the corresponding

array is updated for each ring.

9) The fraction of fuel volume swept by grain growth i«

calculated and hence the number of atoms reaching the grain

boundary because of sweeping is calculated as explained in

Section 3.4, for each ring. The corresponding array is updated.

10) The additional release of fission gas to free volume of

fuel pin because of fresh diffusion and grain boundary sweeping
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release corrsoponding to present time interval* is calculated for

each ring. The arrays containing the number of atoms reaching

the free volume of fuel pin, nusiber c-f siazin en the grain

boundary and number of atoms retained at the grain matrix are

updated.

11) The release from all the rings i« added up to get total

release from a particular axial location. Similarity the fission

gas production from all the rings is added to get total

production at this axial location.

Steps 2-10 are repeated for all the rings at an axial location.

These steps are shown in a flow chart in Fig.3.2. When a fuel

pin is divided into a number of axial segments because of axial

power variations along the fuel pin length, these calculations

are performed for each axial location. To get the actual

fractional fission gas release, the sum of the total releases

from all the axial locations is divided by the sum of total

fission gas productions from all the axial locations. This

procedure is followed for all the individual time increments

which make up tar the total irradiation history of fuel pins.

In addition to the fission gas release mechanisms described in

Sections 3.3-3.7, there is a low temperature mechanism also which

is described in Sectin 3.8. Predicting the release of Iodine is

important to know the effect of stress corrosion cracking of the

sheath of fuel pin. Section 3.9 is devoted to the description of

Iodine release module implemented in code FAIR.
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INPUT
I) FUEL PIN TEMPERATURES
II) BURNUP & LINEAR POWER

INTERPOLATE NODAL TEMPERATURES |

L
CALCULATE PRODUCTION OF FISSION GAS ATOMS

I
[CALCULATE GRAIN GROWTH & GRAIN BOUNDARY SATURATION I

CALCULATE ADDITIONAL RELEASE OF FISSION GAS
DUE TO CHANGE IN GRAIN BOUNDARY SATURATION

CONDITIONS

I
CALCULATE RE-SOLUTION EFFECTS

1) NO. OF ATOMS ENETERING BACK INTO MATRIX
II) THRESHOLD BARRIER CONCENTRATION

1
I CALCULATE RELEASE BY DIFFUSION

1
CALCULATE RELEASE BY GRAIN BOUNDARY SWEEPING )

CALCULATE ADDITIONAL RELEASE TO FREE VOLUME
OF FUEL PIN BECAUSE OF FRESH ATOMS REACHING

GRAIN BOUNDARY BY DIFFUSION & SWEEPING

CALCULATE CUMULATIVE RELEASE AND PRODUCTION
FOR ALL THE RINGS

OUTPUT
TOTAL RELEASE, TOTAL PRODUCTION

FIG.3.2 CALCULATION OF FISSION GAS RELEASE



J.B AfNERMAL RELEASE

The physically based model for the calculation of fission gas

release desribed above, caters far the release when the centre

line temperature of fuel is above the threshold temperature given

by eqn.22. This means that, if the centre line temperature i*

below 11OO°C, even at high burnups (> 50,000 MWD/TeU) there

cannot be any release. This is because, all the fission gas

release mechanisms contributing to the physically based model are

temperature driven. Hence, this model aptly comas under the

category of Thermal release models. However, at low temperatures

also, there will be certain amount of fission gas release. This

release will, of course, be of no comparison to Thermal release

magnitude wise. This release is termed as Athermal release and

is mainly dependant on burnup and pellet geometry. The athermal

model implemented in code FAIR is adopted from Ref.3.3, which

describes the fractional fission gas release at low temperatures

as

fiov * C2 x (S/V) K Bu <26)

3.9 IODINE RELEASE

The stable fission gas release, computed above is due to the

release of fission products Xenon and Krypton. However, for

predicting the damage of the sheath of fuel pin, it is very

important to know the release of Iodine. The amount of Iodine

available to attack the sheath along with the strains acting on

the sheath, will determine the extent to which sheath can be

damaged by stress corrosion cracking C3.133. To this effect,
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Iodine release model is incorporated in the code FAIR.

The Iodine release calculations are based on Ref.3.2. Iodine

release is modelled seperately for each isotope, since the decay

rates of different isotopes require eeperate treatments. They

are grouped into two kinds. The first group consists of long

lived isotopes, which accumulate in the fuel in proprotion to

burnup and are released by diffusion to the gap. The second

group consists of short lived isotopes, which achieve a steady

state in which their rates of release to the fuel pellet — clad

gap ie balanced by the decay rates of isotopes in the fuel and in

the pellet — clad gap. The concentration of short lived isotopes

is proportional to the rate of burnup. The diffusion of Iodine

to the gap from a fuel grid point depends on the diffusion

coefficient and diffusion distance. The diffusion coefficent is

a function of maximum temperature attained at the grid point and

the diffusion distance is a function of theoretical density of

fuel. The expressions used for calculation of Iodine release are

described below.

For the long lived isotopes Of Iodine (1-127, 1-129), the

expression used to predict the release of isotope to the fuel rod

free volume is

D, « 6.6 x 1O"** exp(-36086/Tfc> for Tv > 1134.054 K

• 1O"1" for Tk < 1134.O54 K

« , - 3 CTD3 1 0 C 2 O < S 1 T D < < S 7 < J *

For short lived isotopes (1-131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134 and
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1-135), the corresponding expression used to predict the quantity

of the isotope available in the steady state condition is

A t 1.732 x 1O*° " V C - <D\v)°-
5+\,3\.

a

The release of Iodine is not used for stable fission product

release calculations. Only for predicting the sheath failure,

this particular model is used.

3.1O NOMENCLATURE

a = Grain radius (m)

az •> Diffusion distance for gas release <m)

a = Number of bubbles nucleated per fission •= 24

bubbles/fission fragmant

aa = Fixed sink strength = 1O* m

b = Irradiation induced resolution rate of gas atoms at the

grain boundary back into matrix = 10 s

b' = Probability of a gas atom within intra granular bubble

being re-dissolved into matrix (s )

B - Van dcr waals gas constant = 8.5 x 1O atoms/m

AB = Burnup during the time step considered (Mwd/TeU)

ft = gas production rate (atoms/m -s> = O.3 gas atoms/fission

Bu = Burnup <MWD/TeU>

c = Concentration of gas atoms in solution <atoms/m >

C± = Burnup dependant multiplication factor for grain boundary

saturation limit

C2 = Proportionality constant for athermal release « 1.17 K 10

t/Mwd-m



Cj_ m Fission yiled of isotope (Ton of isotope/Mwd)

d = Final grain diameter

do =» Initial grain diameter

dt_t= Grain diameter at the beginning of time interval ' i' <(jm)

dK * Brain diameter at the end ef time interval 'i' (£mi>

D = Single atom diffusion coefficient <m /g)

D* * Effective diffusion coefficient taking care of traps (m /g»

f», • Fractional coverage of grain by lenticular bubbles = O.5

if IB) * Ratio of volume of lens to that of sphere

F • Fission rate * 1O fissions/m -a

Q • Probability of a gas atom in solution being captured by a

bubble <s~*>

Y • Free surface energy •* 626 x 10 J/m

V °* Number of gas atoms per unit volume within the grain

K » Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10"23 J/K

K' * Rate of defect production per atom s 10

X. >* Re-solution depth •» IO m

\ * Decay constant of i isotope (s >

—d
lf • Fission range « 6 K 1O m

m * Amount of gas in intra granular bubbles (atoms/m )

m * Number of gas atoms per intra granular bubble

Mt * Mole weight of the isotope (T/mole)

Nb a Intra granular bubble concentration (bubbles/* )

Nf
max * Grain boundary saturation limit (atoms/m >

Ngb >• Density of atoms on the grain boundary (atoms/m )

N r M> Number of atoms entering back into the grain matrix because

of re-solution (atoms/m -s)

P#xt • External force



6 = Semi di-hedral angle = 50

r =• Distance from the centre of spherical grain

rf = Radius of grain face bubble * 0.5 K 10 m

R = Gas constant = 8.314 J/mol-K

F? = Mean bubble radius of intra granular bubbles tat)

RL = Specific isotope yield (Kg of isotope/Kg of fuel)

s = Atomic jump distance = 0 <m >

S = Geometrical surface area af the pellet (m i

fc a Time (s)

At - Time interval (s)

Tc = Temperature < C)

T^ = Temperature (Kelvin)

V = Volume of pellet (m )

Ci = Atomic volume = 4.09 x 10 m

Yj, * Fission yield of isotopa (atoms of i isotope/fission)

Z = Number of sites around a point defect = 2

TQ = Range of influence = 1O m
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CHAPER - 4

SUB MODELS IN CODE FAIR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The thermo mechanical and fission product release modules are

the two important and necessary modules of a fuel performance

analysis code. However, for analysing fuel rod behaviour in

totality, these two modules are not sufficient. To analyse fuel

rod behaviour fully, it is necessary to model various physical

phenomena occuring in the fuel rod such as fuel densiflcation,

swelling, cracking, relocation, grain growth apart from modelling

the flux distribution across the fuel pellet and gap conductance

between pellet and clad. These models infact affect the thermo

mechanical and fission product release behaviour of fuel rods.

The models describing some of these phenomena are empirical in

nature and have been derived and improved from experimental data

obtained from various reactors. Obviously, their validity is

limited. But some of the models like gap conductance model and

radial flux distribution models have been derived and being

improved taking into consideration of both theoretical and

experimental details. Hence these models have got acceptance

over a wide range of reactor conditions. In the development of

the code FAIR, to the extent possible, the physically based

models have been incorporated, e.g, the gap conductance is based

on the Ross and Stout model C4.1J and the flux distribution is

based on RADAR model C4.23. When such models are not available,

the models suggested in MAIPRO £4.3] have been incorporated in

the code FAIR, because of their validity over a large range of
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experimental data. Some of these models like the grain growth

model, burnup dependant thermal conductivity of fuel have already

been discussed in previous sections. In the present chapter,

three important models are described in detail. Section 4.2

describes the details of gap conductance model, section 4.3

details the RADAR model arid section 4.4 describes the

densification and swelling model incorporated in the code FAIR.

4.2 GAP CONDUCTANCE MODEL

4.2.1 INTRODUCTION

The performance of fuel analysis codes, to a large extent, is

dependant on the correct prediction of fuel temperatures, as all

the key phenomena occuring in a fuel rod are predominant

functions of fuel temperatures. The major controlling factor in

determining the fuel temperatures is the pellet-cladding

temperature drop. This is dependant on the gap conductance

between pellet and clad, which possesses lot of uncertainities.

The gap conductance in this pellet—clad gap is a function of the

gas composition in this region and the physical gap between

pellet ancd clad. The gas composition is affected by the fission

gas release and the physical gap is affected by fuel thermal

expansions, pellet cracking and relocation, pellet: densif ication

and swelling. Thus the gap conductance calculations are

influenced by the coupling of three important calculations that a

fuel analysis code performs, namely thermal, mechanical and

fission gas calculations, Hence, the gap conductance modelling

is the heart of fuel performance analysis codes. The gap
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conductancet besides being a function of gas composition and

physical gap between pellet and clad, is also a function of

surface characteristics of pellet and clad, gas pressure and

contact pressure. The contact pressure is important parameter

for the cases when the gap between pellet and clad is closed. In

this section of the present report, the gap conductance

calculation procedure adopted in the code FAIR is described. It

proceeds on the similar lines of Ross and Stout model C4.1], but

models the conductivity and extrapolation lengths in more detail

for pellet-gas and clad—gas interfaces.

*.2.2 THEORY

The heat transfer coefficient in the gap between pnllt and

clad, i.e, gap conductance, is dependent on three independent

components. The first one known as radiation component <hroc|),

is due to the heat radiation from pellet to clad, which becomes

significant only in accident conditions. This component is

negligible under normal operating conditions. The second

component known as gas component <hgaa), is because of the gas

present in the gap beween pellet and clad, and is subject of

major discussion in the gap conductance calculations. The third

component known as contact component *nc©r>* is due to the

pellet-clad contact and is mainly dependant on the contact

pressure between the two. This is important in case the physical

gap between pellet and clad is closed. The contribution to Qap

conductance by convection has been demonstrated to be too small

for any consideration to the heat transfer between pellet and

clad. Hence the total heat transfer coefficient is given as
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"gap " hrad + h9a. + "con «1>

The radition component can be described by the following

expression.

Cf,el

with

\/e
t

Where Tr is the pellet surface temperature,

Tcl is the clad inner surface temperature

£t* £cl a r e the emissivities of pellet and clad surfaces

<79_b is the Steffan — Boltzmann constant.

The contact term can be calculated by the following expression

"con - =-= <3>

ao R H

With

Km - 2 Kt Kcl / < K, + Kcl ) (4a)

[ 2 R 2 -. o. a

! <4b>

Where Kf and Kcl are the thermal conductivities of pellet and

clad respectively. Rf and Rel are the surface roughness values

of the pellet and clad respectively.

P is the contact pressure between pellet and clad

H is Mayer hardness of clad

ao is constant

The calculation of gas component h3ao forms th« most critical

part of finding out the heat transfer coefficient between pellet

and clad. The famous Ross and Stout model, which formed the
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basis for many of the gap conductance models presently in vogue,

described this component as

t -•• c<Rf+Rpl) + <lf + lcl >

Where Kf is the conductivity of mixture of gases

t is the physical gap existing between pellet and clad

c is a constant which depends on the gas pressure

1,', lci are the gas extrapolation lengths at pellet-gas

interface and gas—clad interface respectively.

When the actual gap width is smaller than the mean free path of

the gas occupying the gap, the gas molecules loose their energy

by direct collision with the solid. To take care of this effect,

the gap between pellet and clad is increased fictiously by

considering the gas extrapolation lengths 1̂. and lcl. "these

extrapolation lengths depend on the gas conditions, gas

compositons and the solid in contact with the gas mixture.

Considering the dependence of conductivity and extrapolation

lenghts on the gas composition and gas conditions, this component

is defined by

c(Rf+RQl) —

with

j = <•

<7a)
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:
<Mi-Mj>(Mi-O.142M;> 1

1 + . — _ — . (7b)

c i +

Where

n is the number of components in the gas mixture

Mi is molecular weight- of component i

xt is mole fraction of the component i

Kt is the thermal conductivity of componet i

y± is the ratio of specific heats at constant volume and

constant pressure for component i

at is a constant which describes the nature of the gas

gap interfaces. The values are

He fir Kr Xe

0-06 O.IS 0.74 0.74

t is the gap width

The thermal conductivity of individual gases is expressed as

Kt - At T
 Bv

Where T is the gas temperature (kelvin)

Ab, BL are constants, which depend on the individual gas.

The values of these constants are
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Gas

He 2 . 6 3 9 x 1O~9 O-7O85

Ar 2 . 9 8 6 K 1O"* O.7224

Kr 8 . 2 4 7 x 1O"5 0.0363

Xe 4 .351 x 1O~5 0.8616

These above set of equations has been used to describe the gap

conductance calculations in the code FAIR.

4.3 MODEL RADAR

4.3.1 INTRODUCTION

The radial power density profile across She pellet of fuel rods

operating in a thermal reactor exhibits flux depression which

changes with burnup. The variation with burnup of radial power

density profile in a thermal reactor fuel pin is a complicated

function of the pellet geometry, initial enrichment and reactor

operating conditions such as fast flux factor, resonance escape

probability etc. The variation in radial power profile with

burnup is the result of build-up of Plutonium in a thin layer

near the pellet surface. Neglecting the build—up of Plutonium in

this region leads to error in tempeature calcaulations of the

order of several tens of degree Celcius. The RADAR (Rating

Depression Analysis Routine) model incorporated in the code FAIR

models this complex phenomenon ,and is sufficiently physically

based to be applied to fuel of any design operated in any thermal

reactor.
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4.3.2 THEORY & CALCULATION PROCEDURE

A brief implementation procedure of the RADAR model is

explained in the following steps.

i) The fuel pellet is divided into a number of concentric

annuli and the burnup history into a number of small burnup

steps.

ii> The Uranium and Plutonium concentrations and hence inverse

diffusion length are calculated for each annulus. The inverse

diffusion lengths are averaged on volume weighting basis to give

a mean inverse diffusion length.

iii) The diffusion equation is solved interms of Besse1

functions to get the flux profile.

iv) The concentration profiles of Uranium and Plutonium are

combined together with weightings given by the fission cross

sections. The resultant profile is multiplied with the flux

profile to get the radial rating profile, which is normalised to

unity.

The theoretical explanation corresponding to the above steps

is given below.

a) Uranium and Plutonium Concentrations

The Uranium concentration is affected due to the continuous

burn—out of U . In each annulus the burn-out of U during a

burnup step, AB is governed by the expression

AU = -U h± AB <9>

235

Where U is the concentration of U atoms (unitless),

AB is the burnup during the present step (MWD/TeU) and

Where •/.• is the thermal 1 lux,



is the absorption cross section •= 547 barns and

R is the relative specific rating which is given by

<* "mo I
R = -_. ( &(3,as U + <rfZ9P P > 1.08 E

23&
Where P is the Pu concentration (unitless)

i s weighted fission cross section of U = 455 barns

2 3 &

is weighted fission cross section of Pu = 5U4 barns

nmol is the molecular number density = 2.441} x 1O cm

po is the theoretical density = 1O.96 g/cm

E is the energy liberated per fission ~ 2OO MeV and

the factor 1.08 takes care of U fast fissions

Substituting eqns.lO & 11 in eqn.9 with proper consistent units

of the above parameters, the Uranium concentration can be

expressed as

U = Uo - (12)
5 5o 7.423 x 1O5 Uo + 9.577 x 1O

5 Po

The determination of Plutonium concentration is more difficult,

because in adddition to burn-out, two production mechanisms also

must be considered. In the first mechanism, the thermal neutrons

are captured by U nuclie which subsequently decay via two

23fr

short half—life /?—decays to form Pu , whose production rate is

proportional to the thermal flux and U thermal capture cross

section. The second production mechanism is due to the large

resonant peaks in the epitherma)1 energy region of the U

absorption spectrum, which give rise to enhaned Plutonium

production near the surface of the fuel pellet. Allowing for

burn-out, the Plutonium concentration is given by
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* DA

where &23B is thermal capture cross section of U =2.14 barns

^ZSP i s Plutonium absorption cross section = 822 barns

h 2 = aZ30 <p / R (14)

The second term of the right hand side of eqn.13 is for

considering burn-out of Plutonium, the third term for Plutonium

production by the first mechanism and the last term is for

considering Plutonium production due to resonance peaks.

For calculating the contribution of Plutonium production due to

resonance peaks, the total Plutonium produced in the pellet is

distributed according to a very steep inverse exponential

function. The amount of Plutonium produced across the whole

pellet for a given burnup step is given by

. - . _ . _ B64OO x 23O

E x 6.O23 x 10

Where v is the fast neutrons liberated per fission = 2.44

FL is the fast leakage factor

p is the resonance escape probability

E is energy liberated per fission = 2OO MeV «= 32 pj

Fu and P are dependant on the individual reactor design.

The distribution of Plutonium in each annulus is given by

APr<aa = 1 + 3 exp <-9.7 V rz-r ) <16)

Where r2 is the pellet outer radius and

r is the mean radius of the annulus.

The distribution is subjected to the normalisation condtion

and is given by
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all annuli r * a l o t

Where V is the volume of the annulus.

bl Inverse diffusion length

According to simple diffusion theory, the inverse diffusion

length can be expressed in terms of transport and absorption mean

free paths \r and ,\obo as

ex « i 3 / Xtr \obs> (18)

For large atomic weights, the transport mean free path is well

approximated by scattering mean free path. Hence

\r~l = nmol <~»>h««Lvy + 2 nmol (~,>Qxy9eri (19)

Where the scattering cross section aa ig taken as \O bapns for

Uranium and Plutonium and 4 barns for Oxygen.

Similarly, the absorption mean free path is the reciprocal of

the macroscopic absorption cross section and is given by

*-aba = nmol C &2<>S U + &xat> p * ̂ BO <1-U-P» 3 ' <2O)

Substituting eqns. 19 8c 20 in eqn.lB yields the inverse

diffusion length as

a = < 17.6 U + 2b.h P + 0.0fc9 >1/2 (21)

235
Where If and P are the fractional concentrations of U and

Pu respectively. The inverse diffusion for each ring

corresponding to the Uranium and Plutonium concentrations is

found out. These values are averaged out on volume weighting

basis to get a mean value of inverse diffusion length a.

c) Flux Profile

The flux profile is the solution of diffusion equations, which

are salved in terms of modified Bessels functions, I and K.

These solutions take different forms depending on whether the

pellet is solid or hollow.
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Sol id <P •" I o («r) O < r < rz <22a)

Hollow <jfr = 1 O < r < r o

ro < r < r- (22b)
K4(aro)

d) Pouter rating profile

For obtaining the power rating profile, the concentration

239 2S£>

profiles obtained for both the fissionable atoms, U and Pu

are combined together by weightings given by their fission cross

sections. The resultant profile is multiplied by the flux

profile to get the power rating profile. The rating profile is

then given by

R = <p < oy235 U + O'fzap P ) (23)

The rating profile values thus obtained for each annulus are

normalised to unity for the whole pellet.

The power rating profiles as a function of burnup obtained for a

fuel irradiation in Halden Water reactor is given in the Fig.4.1.

The pellet of the fuel is divided into 16 annuli and a very small

burnup steps are taken. The relevant inputs to the code are

Pellet radius =• 2.96 mm

Initial enrichment = 13 w'/i

Fast leakage factor = 0.92

Resonance escape probability = 0.97S

Maximum burnup = 6OOOO MwD/TeU
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FIG.4.I FLUX PROFILE ACROSS PELLET
RADIUS AS CALCULATED BY RADAR
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4.4 DENSIFICATION AND SWELLING MODEL

4.4.1 INTRODUCTION

Thermal reacor fuel pellets are fabricated by sintering UOX

powder compacts for a few hours at around 16OO-17OO C, under •

controlled environment. The pellets are sintered to a density of

about 93-97% of the maximum theoretical density. The remaining

porosity is intended to trap some of the gaseous fission products

and to accomodate the swelling because of solid fission products.

However, during tha early stages of fuel irradiation, before the

fission product inventory has reached certain level, there is

further shrinkage of the pellet under the combined effects of

fission damage and irradiation temperatures. This causes the

overall pellet densification. The behaviour of fuel rods depends

on the comined effects of densification and swelling and their

importance is all the more significant because of their effect on

the gap conductance value. In the initial stages of the

irradiation history, there is net densification of the pellet,

thus decreasing the gap conductance. But after a burnup of few

thousand MwD/TeU, the densification ceases and there Mill be

swelling of the pellet because of the continuous generation of

the fission products. To model pellet densification and

swelling^ a. number of models are available, which are both

empirical and mechanistic in nature C4.3-4.S3. In the code FAIR,

the densification and swelling models recommended by MATPRO C4.33

are implemented, which also suggests a method to combine both

these phenomena.



4.4.2 DENSIFICATION MODEL

The densif ication is modelled as a function of t«mp«rature>,

burnup, initial fuel density and resintering test results. The

procedure adopted is first to findout the densification

corresponding to a burnup of 5000 MwD/tU0x and then scaling it to

the actual burnup as suggested by Rostald et alt4.61. If the

density change observed during a resintering test <1973 K for

more than 24 hours) is available, then the maximum densification

at a burnup of 5000 MwD/tU02 is calculated by the following

expressions.

<AL/L)m = -0.00150 x RSNTR for FTEMP < 1OOO K <24>

<AL/L)m = -O.OO285 x RSNTR for FTEMP > 1000 K <25)

In the absence of this information, the unirradiated density

and the sintering temperature are used to calculate the maximum

possible densification.

-22.2 (10O - DENS) _ f o p F J E M p < KAL ]
L (TSINT-1453)

J m

r ] - -"-t^St-T^r" for rTE«. , ,0O0 K
J m

where

(AL/L)m is maximum possible dimension change of fuel due to

irradiation <•'/•')

DENS is theoretical density <5S>

FTEMP is fuel temperature (K)

TSINT is sintering temperature CK)

RSNTR is resintered fuel density change <kg/m )



The effect of burnup is includec* by scaling the value obtained

from the above expressions. This is done by a master curvf

represented by the following expression.

AL/L = <AL/L)m + exp C-3<FBU+B)3 + 2 x exp C-35(FBU+B)J <2B>

where

AL/L is dimension chnage <%>

FBU is fuel burnup <MWd/KgU)

B is a constant to suit the boundary condition — AL/L = O for

FBU = 0.

The expressions given above are used to calculate the total

densi f icat ion . For getting incremental densif icatioti, the

densification from previous time step should be subtracted from

the present value of densification.

4.4.3 SWELLING MODEL

Swelling can be defined as the positive volume increase of

pellet due to build-up of solid and gaseous fission products.

The correlations used for swelling due to solid and gaseous

fission products are

Sa = 2.5 x 10 Ba <29)

-3<S 11. 73

Sg = 8.8 x 10 (2800-T) e«p [-0.0162 <2BOO~T)3 K

exp C-S.O x 1O"27B3 Ba for T < 2SOO K «3O»

Sg = O for T 2: 2BOO K (31)

Sa is fractional volume change due to solid fission products
3

Ba is burnup during a time step (fissions/m )

S9 is fractional volume change due to gaseous fission products

T is temperature (K>



B is total burnup of fuel ifir.sions/m )

4.4.4 COMBINED EFFECTS OF SMELLING AND DENSIFICATION

The porosity in the pellets will determine when swelling or

densification is the controlling mechanism. As long as

sufficient porosity i«s available, swelling is accomodated by fuel

pore spaces and there is a net reduction in the dimensions of the

pellet due to densification. However, since fission gases are

also reducing the porosity and the pore size, and gas pressure

eqilibrium is reached before the all the porosity is removed, the

fuel can never become 100 V, dense. The limit to which the fuel

can densify depends on the pore size distibution. In the absence

of this information, experimental observations such as the

temperature rise at a constant linear power for certain burnup ,

can be used to find out the densification limit. In the absence

of either of the above informations, MATPRO C4.33 based on a fit

to experimental data suggest? the maximum porosity that can be

taken up by swelling and densification as

Pt - l/po - 9.425 x 1O"5 <32>

This corresponds to a densification limit of 96.7 X.

P, is the pore volume available for filling by densification

and swell ing Cm /Kg)

po is the fabricated density of the fuel CKg/m )

The point at which outward swelling begins and densification

ceases is given by P = 0, where

P = P, - Pa - Pd <33>

Where
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P is the pore volume per kilogram not filled by densification

and swelling but potentially tillable without causing outward
D

swelling (m"/Kg)

Pf is pore volume per kilogram available for filling by

densification and swelling <m /Kg) based on eqn.32.

Po is pore volume per kilogram filled by swelling <m /Kg)

Pd is pore volume p«>r kilogram filled by densif ication <m /Kg)

When P > O according to eqn-lO, densification may occur and the

net volume change is negative calculated by the densification

model. If P i O, densification is not possible and the fuel

swelIs.

For P > 0 AV/V « (AV/V)DB:NS (34)

For P < 0 5T - h ? I + I — I - I - I <35>
L Jpao L J L Jraci

Where

AV/V is percent change in fusl volume for total irradiation

time

DENS

<AWV) is percent change in fuel volume calculated by

densificaion model for total irradiation time
fiVEL

(AV/V) is percent change in volume calculated by swelling

model for total irradiation time

Subscript p=o indicates the corresponding changes in fuel

volume for P = O.



CHAPTER - 5

PCMI/SCC INDUCED FAILURE OF FUEL ROD

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Integrity of fuel rod is important for the safe and tconomic

operation of nuclear power plants. Out of various mechanisms

that affect the fuel rod integrity, a majority of the failures

which accured during power ramps have been attributed to the

pellet clad mechanical interaction (PCMI) assisted by the stress

corrosion cracking <SCC) of Zircaloy sheath due to the presence

of fission product Iodine. This failure occurs at a very low

threshold stress which is about one third of the ductile rupture

strength of Zircaloy. To avoid failure by this mechanism, many

precautions have been suggested based on the experience at the

operating nuclear reactors. They include certain reactor

start-up procedures, limiting the peak power and ramp level that

a fuel rod can be subjected to based on the threshold power ramp

criteria. These threshold power ramp criteria are derived based

on the past fuel rod failure data of operating nuclear reactors,

which are popularity exprressed as peak power <PC> and ramp level

<£PC) against fuel rod burnup or fuelograms C5.13. Significant

amount of work has been carried out in understanding the

phenomenon of stress corrosion cracking of Zircaloy sheath, which

resulted in two papular methods to reduce the fuel rod failure by

this mechanism. These are the use of Zirconium layer in case of

light water reactor fuel rods and the use of graphite layer in

case of pressurised heavy water reactors. For the latter case,

another back—up material known as Siloxane is also developed. A



general review of the stress corrtwian cracking of Zircaloy

sheath can be found in Ref-5.2. Simultantausly, analytical

efforts were also made for modelling the sress corrosion cracking

of sheath and pellet clad mechanical interaction. However, it

was only during early 80s that analytical efforts were succceeded

in a deterministic prediction of the synergetic effects of pellet

clad mechanical interaction and stress corrosion cracking. A

landmark work in this direction has been due to James Yu-Chen

Yuang C5.31, which models the kinetics of Iodine penetration in

the sheath depending on the strains acting on the sheath and

amount of Iodine available to attack the sheath, arftl thus

predicts the failure of sheath. Based on this work, a model

FAILURE, to predict the failure of sheath due to PCMI and SCC ,

has been incorporated in the code FAIR. The present chapter

gives the details of this model.

5.2 OUTLINE OF THE MODEL FAILURE

The failure assessment model checks for crack initiation in a

healthy clad and, crack propagation along clad thickness, if a

crack is already present, depending on the stress distribution at

the clad inside surface and amount of Iodine available to attack

the clad. These two basic inputs are obtained from the

thermomechanica] and fision product release modules of code FAIR

respectively. It is assumed that all the Iodine released is

concentrated at fuel pin ends over a ring of width of one

millimeter at the clad inside surface C5.43. Given these inputs

corresponding to a particular interval of time, this model first

divides the cla1 into a number of elements in radial direction.



The model checks whether any of these elements can fail at this

time step. The failure of element will start in the form of

crAtzk initiation because of intergranular stress corrosion

cracking. Crack propagation depends on both interqranular stress

corrosion cracking and transgranular stress corrosion cracking.

Ultimate failure will be governed by ductile rupture. The local

failure criteria for an element are expressed as 1) Intergranular

stress corrosion crack initiation begins at Iodine concentration

of 10 gm/cm at the crack tip, independent of local stress. 2)

Transgranular cleavage plus plastic fluting is governed by local

stress and here the threshold Iodine required for failure depends

on local stress. 3) Rupture failure will occur at still higher

stress. An element is assumed to fail by ductile rupture, if the

local strain excedes rupture strain C5.33. The threshold rupture

strain depends an the initial crack size in the clad.The same

failure boundaries are shown in Fig.5.1. The mode of calculation

is given in the flowchart shown in Fig.5.2 and formulation

procedure is given in Section 5.3.

For crack to initiate in a healthy clad, sufficient stress

should be acting on the clad. The threshold stress is a function

of the free Iodine available to attack the clad. Once the

threshold stress is available for crack initiation based on the

free available Iodine, the calculations proceed in two important

steps. These steps are

1) Redistribution of Stresses and Strains in Clad : For this,

a radial strain distribution is assumed along the thickness of

the clad. Local stress at each element consists of two parts.

The first part is related to the local strain through the
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uniaxial macroscopic stress - strain curve of tha material.

Increased hoop stress due to plastic constraint and triaxiality

at the crack tip are accounted for by an additional stress term,

which depends on the crack size and also the distance from the

cruck tip. The elements collecfcively share the macroscopic hoop

force which leads to an equation of load «qui1ibrium. It is also

assumed that the centre uf application of the macroscopic hoop

force lies at a point between inner and outer diameters of the

clad. This leads to a second governing equation, that its of

moment equilibrium.

2) Rate of Iodine Penetration : The Iodine penetration is

governed by the concentration gradient of Iodine existing from

the clad inside surface to the crack tip and is controlled by

diffusion. The saturation level of Iodine reaching at any

element is dependant on tha crack tip strain and amount of free

Iodine available at the clad inside surface. This can be

expressed as dl/dt ci <l£.,f<£> - I). Where dl/dt is rate of

Iodine penetration, 12 is free Iodine available at the clad

inside surface, f (<s> is a function of strain and I is the Iodine

at the element concerned. Once dl/dt is calculated, the time

required for the threshold Iodine required for failure can be

known by integrating dl/dt;.,

These two steps combined with local fa'lure criteria will judge

the failure of an element. It is also possible to calculate

from this model,how much Iodine should be available for a given

stress distribution for complete failure of the clad.
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5.3 FORMULATION OF MODEL FAILURE

The various formulae used for predicting the failure of sheath

by FAILURE model are explained below.

1) The threshold stress, which will, decide whether crack can

initiate in a healthy clad or not is, obtained by the following

equations.

r r K T 1
c " eKp I -h * loQ [-To'g h/tzi J J U>

I » Threshold Iodine required for Intergranular failure

12= effective Iodine available

The stress corrosponding to this strain from uniaxial

macroscopic stress — strain curve is threshold strpns.

2)Redistribution of stresses and strains

Strain distribution is assumed as £ = A + B R , i = i , n (2)

where n is number of elements in the clad thickness

R = exp <-Kz v ) - 1

i/is the radial position of the element from centre of clad

Stress distribution is given by

a" a ax + az where <3)

<7tL = uniaxial component obtained from stress - strain curve

corresponding to strain e ~

zc/z = triaxial component

2

2 <sy (1 - exp <-KsB>> ~ ^ " where

v is the radial position of the element at outer surface
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If is the radial position of the first uncracked element

V is the radial position of the i th element.

cry is the yield limit

Hoop equilibrium of the clad is given by

n . . n .

Moment equilibrium i s given by (4>

£ cr~ 1/ A1 = O C5>
n2

where A is the area of each element.

Hence there are in all 2n + 2 equations resulting from the

above equations <2)t (3), (4), (5> and equal number of unknowns

in the form of A, B, n strains <£ ) and n stresses ia ) where n

is the number of elements in the clad.

3)Rate of Iodine penetration

Rate of Iodine penetration (dl/dt) is given by

gi = -^L- F exP< 1 ^ ) c i.rr exp<-lg- » - I j] <A>

Where W is clad thickness

I«ff * free Iodine available at clad surface

I * Iodine reaching the element concerned

KsT K<t, Q, K, T are constants

4>Local Iodine concentration <I> required for transgranular

failure is given by

I = 1O x ( o cons / a loci <7)

where Cf cans is a constant depending on threshold stress

intensity and a loc is local stress at the concerned element
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5)Decrea«e of rupture ductility with triaxiality is obtained

by modifying uniaxial rupture ductility as

£i£r - O.333 *£r C I •+ 2 ei<p(-KSB> 3 <B)

Where B is the same termed used in strain distribution in

equation <2) and Ka is a constant
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CHAPTER-0

PARALLELISATION OF CODE FAIR

6.1 COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF FUEL CODES

A,majar obstacle in using the fuel performance analysis codees

with finite element method based thermo mechanical calculations

is the large amount of computational time required to perform

the fuel rod analysis. The amount of computation time required

for a given time step and axial location is four seconds on RISC

based i860 CPU for the code FAIR. A typical high burnup

irradiation history may contain thousands of time steps »nd a

number of axial locations to be analysed. The number of axial

locations depends on the power variation along the fuel rod

length. Also, the behaviour of fuel pins at all the axial

locations is coupled by axial mixing of fission gases. For

running a history containing 5OOO time steps and 1O axial

locations on a sequential i860 CPU, it requires approximately 2.S

days of CPU time and a large amount of computer memory because

the thermo mechanical calculations are based on Finite element

method. To reduce the running time of code FAIR, advantage is

taken of the parallel processing system ANUPAM developed at BARC.

The advantage of parallel processing system for this code is

that, each axial location of fuel rod can be analysed

simultaneously on each processor of parallel processing system.

6.2 ADOPTABILITY OF FUEL CODES TO PARALLEL PROCESSING SYSTEMS

The data and algorithm structure of compuer codes is the

decisive factor in exploiting the parallel processing system
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capabilities to the best advantage. The best performance of a

parallel processing system is achieved for a code with prrtpmr

work load balance among t'ie processors, large computation time

and small data communication time. Certain codes, like fuel

performance analysis codes, have got inherent parallelism in

their structure, which makes them highly amiable to parallel

processing systems. A fuel analysis code performs a physical,

chemical and thermo mechanical analyses of a fuel rod. A fuel

rod contains a stack of fuel pellets enclosed in a Zircaloy

sheath. Depending on the variation of power generated along the

fuel rod length, which is better known as axial power profile, it

becomes necessary to analyse the behaviour of fuel rod at

different cross sections along its length. The analysis is

distinctly similar, but for data input variation in the form of

power generated at each cross section. So each axial location

can be analysed independently in each processor. But the fission

gas released at each section readily mixes with the fission gas

released at other sections. This provides a coupling between

different sections of the fuel rod. Thus, the data

communication is restricted only to the exchange of fission gas

release values among different processors. The computation time

required between two successive exchanges of fission gas release

data is very high because of mechanistic thermo mechanical and

fission gas release analyses and repetitive thermal and

mechanical analyses required for gap conductance convergence due

to coupling between the two analyses. Thus the fuel performance

analysis codes stand as the best candidates for parallel

processing system applications. The number of processors
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required for the analysis depends on the number of axial sections

of fuel rod to be analysed.

In the next two sections of this chapter, the details of the

parallel processing system ANUPAM and parallelising strategy

adopted for the code FAIR are discussed.

<&. 3 fiNUPnti PARALLEL PROCESS INS SYSTEM

The ANiUPAM parallel processing system developed at the computer

div ision or Bhabha Atomic Research centre is a loosely coupled

MIMD (Multiple Jr-.struct ion Multiple Data) type of computer system

that makes use of RISC (Reduced instruction Set Computer) based

CPUs. Each processor of a parallel processing system is

colloquially called as node. The architecture of the ANUPAM i*

based on 2-D mesh topology for intracluster communication and bus

topology for intercJuater communication. A cluster is a a

collection of maximum of 8 nodes. The system is highly scalable

and field upgradable from 2 nodes to &4 nodes. It uses a

standard 32 bit high performance Multibus II back plans bus with

message passing coprocessor VLSI chip to transfer the massage

within the cluster and the clusters are inter linked by two 16

bit wide SCSI buses one in x-direction and the other in

y—direction, thus forming the 2—D mesh topology. An 8 node

version of the ANUPAM gave a Linpack performance of 52 MKlops

C6.13. More details of this system and its applications can be

found in Reference.6.2.

Out of all the processors that constitute tha ANUPAM parallel

processing sytem, one is called the master or host processor and

all the other processors are called slave processors. The master
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processor ean perform the input/output operations independently,

whereas the slave processors necessarily have to depend on the

master processor for performing their input/output operations.

The master processor initiates all the slave processors, sends

the necessary data to the slavw processors. The master and slave

processors manipulate the data and the slave processors send the

results to the master processor.

The code development on the ONUPAfi parallel processing system

requires two different versions of the program to be written by

the code developers. The first one called as master program runs

on the master processor. The second one called the slave program

runs on all the slave processors. Both the codes are similar

algorithm wise, but for the data communication statements

(availble as library routines) which should be put in the proper

place for data communication required among the processors.

6.4 PARELLISATIQN OF THE CODE FAIR

The two versions of the code FAIR i.s, master version and slave

version ar« developed as per the requirements of the ANUPAM

parallel processing system. The master version of the code FAIR

reads all the geometry and power history data of a fuel rod and

sends the geometry and power history data corresponding to each

axial location to each of the slave processors, where the slave

version of the code FAIR is executed. The calculations

corresponding to a particular time step are performed

simultaneously on all the processors. These calculations include

gap conductance convergence loop over thermal and mechanical

routines and fission gas release calculations for each node. The
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fission gas release data and output data of interest such as the

centre line temperature, pellet-clad gap etc, for each axial

location are communicated to master processor by all the slave

processors for further treatment. The fission gas mixing

calculation is pesformed in the master processor assuming

instantaneous mixing of the gases and the corresponding gas

composition information is sent to all the slave processors for

subsequent calculations. Thus, the entire power history of a

fuel rod is analysed and the output data is sent for post

processing. A schematic diagram of paralleiisation strategy

adopted far the code FAIR is given in Fig.6.1.
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CHAPTER - 7

CASE STUDIES

7. 1 ANALYSIS OF SHEATH ENDCAP WELD JUNCTION

In one of the earlier applications of the code FAIR, the

failure analysis of fuel rod integrity for pressurised heavy

water reactors due to the circumferentiaJ cracking of sheath —

End cap weld junction was done. The aim was to generate

compressive stresses in this region so that the cracks that could

be present in this region because of weld defects would not

propagate further. By performing a 2—D axisyaimetric thermal and

mechanical analyses of pellet, sheath and endcap combine, for

various geometries of pellet, the positive effects that could be

obtained by providing a chamfered end pellet have been

quantified. The details of this work have been reported in

Ref.7.1.

7.2 ANALYTICAL SIMULATION OF POWER RAMP CRITERIA

The code FAIR has been used for analytical simulation of

threshold power ramp criteria <PC, APC curves) for a pressurised

heavy water reactor fuel rod. These curves have been initially

generated experimentally based on the data available from

different power and experimental reactors and are given in

Ref.7.2.These curves arc very much useful for reactor operating

personnel to know whether a fuel rod can sustain given peak power

and ramp level for a given level of burnup. The fuel rod can

reach a given burnup through many combinations of power

histories. Hence in analytical simulation, different routes are
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assumed to reach a prescribed burnup by specifing different

constant initial power ratings. This facilitates in knowing the

time required to reach a given burnup. This time is an important

parameter for both iodine and failure model calculations. After

reaching a particular burnup model is subjected to power ramp.

The fuel is assumed to reside at this ramped power for long

enough times, so that the dwell period c*n be considerd to be

greater than 2-5 hours. Initial power ratings are varied between

10 to 4O Kw/m, ramped peak powers are varied between 45 to 64

KM/ID and burnup is varied between 40 Mwh/Kg (1666.67 MwD/TeU) to

16O Mwh/Kg (6666.67 MwD/TeU). A number of cases were analysed for

different combinations of burnup, initial power levels and ramped

powers.

The thermo mechanical module gives the strains acting on the

clad. The failure model gives the free threshold Iodine required

for sheath failure. The? Iodine release model gives the free

Iodine released to the pellet—clad gap. For finding out whether

a particular combination of burnup, initial power level and

ramped power will cause a bundle to fail or not, the Iodine

released (Irs!.), for this particular combination is compared

with the threshold free Iodine required (Iraq), for failure . If

Ircl is more than Isnq for a particular combination, it is deemed

to be a failed bundle.

a) Nan—lubricated fuel pins.

In the case of non—lubricated fuel pins all the Iodine released

is available to attack the clad. A number of 'failed bundle

data paints are calculated and the results are plotted in
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Fig.7.1. This figure shows the variation of threshold peak power

Pc for failure with burnup for different initial power levels.

On the same figure, the 'failed bundle' data points corresponding

to dwell period greater than 2.5 hour* given in Ref.7.2 are also

indicated for comparison. The following points may be noted.

1) There in *n excellent matching between computed results and

experimenatally observed failed points given in Ref.7.2.

2) Failure of a bundle does not seem to depend on the bundle

power history as failure lines for different initial powers

cluster together in Fig.7.1.

3) History independency of these curves for threshold peak

power (Pc) leads to history dependence of threshold ramp power

(APo) on burnup.

4) Table.7.1 shows the threshold peak power Pc and threshold

ramp power APc for a number of failed points givsn in Ref.7.2.

The same table also shows the calculated threshold ramp power

which has been calculated from Fig.7.1 for different initial

powers corresponding to the experimental failed points (Initial

power = Pc — APc). An excellent agreement can be observed

between experimental and calculated threshold ramp powers.

b)Graphi te lubricated fuel pins

Graphite will absorb some of the Iodine released due to

fission. This absorption is taken care of in the present

calculations, by subtracting the quantity of Iodine absorbed from

the Iodine released for a non lubricated fuel pin. The failure

points obtained in this case are plotted in Fig.7.2 along with

the experimental results from Ref.7.3. Once again a good match

between the two results can be noted.
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Table.7.Is Comparison of Threshold ramp powers

Burnup
(MwD/TeU)

1791.67

1833.33

1875.OO

3500.00

4125.00

42O8.33

4250.00

Exp. results (Ht»f.7.2)

Pc (Kw/m)

54.5

56.5

55.0

54.O

54.0

53.5

53.O

APc(Kw/m)

44.5

45.0

44.0

23.5

28.0

3O.O

27.O

Computed results

APc<Kw/m>

44.7

43.5

43.7

25 . 2

28.4

3O.6

28.3

7. J ANAL YSIS OF FUMEX CASES

The code FAIR is used for analysing high burnup fuel rods as a

part of the IAEA sponsored coordinated research programme (CRP)

on fuel modelling at extended burnups (FUMEX). fig a part of this

programme a number of fuel rods have been analysed. Since, the

presentation of the results of all the fuel rods makes the

present report voluminous, the results for a particular fuel rod

(FUMEX case—2) have been presented here in detail to illustrate

the capabilities of the code FAIR. Findings of FUMEX - CRP will

be reported shortly in a seperate report which follows this

report.

The FUMEX case-2 consits of a fuel rod of 443 mm stack length.

The rod design data and material characteristics are given in

Table 7.2. The power history corresponding to five axial

locations (node 1—5) along the fuel rod length is given. The
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power histories corresponding to node-3 and average power, where

the.results output was sought, are given in Fig.7.3.& 7.4. The

entire power history is divided in 2087 time steps. This

Table.7.2 Rod Design Data and Material Characteristics

Pellet radius, inner imm)

Pellet radius, outer (mm)

Pellet length (cn;»>

Pellet geometry

Cladding radius, inner (mm)

Cladding radius, outer (mm)

Fuel stack length (mm)

Plenum spring force <N)

Total free volume (cm )

Filling gas

Filling gas pressure (bar)

Fuel surface roughness </im)

Cladding surface roughness

Fast flux level <n/cm2s>

295

Enrichment U (JO

Fuel density (54 of theoretical density)

Open porosity ('/•)

Sintering temperature

Fuel grain size

Cladding type

Cladding metallurgical condition

0

2.9A

7.5

Flat ended

3.01

3.51

443 enriched

5

3.1

He

JO

2.O < assumed >

0.5 (assumed!

4.4 x 1O*1 x LHR

13 w/.

94.3

1O

Hb5O*Cf 3 hours

7-1O

Zr-2

Annealed at 57O*C

number has been arrived at, based on the criteria that power
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increment between two successive time intervals should be less

than 3 Kw/m and time increment should be less than 3 days. The

rod is analysed on the ANUPAM parallel processing machine. All

the axial locations are thus analysed simultaneously on different

processors of this machine, which took around 135 minutes. The

following plots are shown in this report. These ware also the

requirements from IAEA.

Fig.7.5 — Fuel centre temperature for the heat rate at node 3

Vs local burnup.

Fig.7.6 — Fuel surface temperature Vs local burnup for the same

location.

Fig.7.7 - Fuel centre temperature for at least 1O reactor

start-ups for powers of 5,10,15,20,25,....KW/m Vs local burnup

for node 3.

Fig.7.B - Rod average fission gas release Vs average burnup.

Fig.7.*? — Rod pressure Vs average burnup.
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CHAPTER - 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

0.1 CONCLUSIONS

1. A modern fuel performance analysis code FAIR, which models

the relevant physical phenomena accuring in the fuel rod during

irradiation, has been developed. The code incorporates finite

element based thermo mechanical module, mechanistically developed

and physically based fission gas release model, PCMI/SCC based

sheath failure model, gap conductance model, radial flux

distribution model etc. A suitable numerical technique is also

incorporated for gap conductance convergence.

2. The use of 2-0 axisymmetric finite element technique for

thermomechanical module facilitates bath Qlabal and local

analyses such as clad ridging analysis, analysis of triaxiality

of stresses at sheat - endcap weld junction etc.

3. The code FAIR is capable of analysing high burnup fuels,

since this code incorporates the physical models which takes care

of high burnup effects. Some of these models are burnup

dependant conductivity of U02, burnup dependant radial flux

distribution and burnup dependant fission gas release model.

4. By developing a parallelised version of the code, suitable

to the parallel processing system ANUPAM developed at BARCT the

computational time requirements are brought down to reasonable

limits.

5.The capabilities of the code have been verified by analytical

simulation of threshold power ramp criteria <Pc,£Pe curves) for

pressurised heavy water reactor fuel rods. The results obtained



have a good comparison with experimental results quoted in the

literature.

6. The code FAIR has successfully analysed the high burnup fuel

rods of FUMEX cases,as a part of IAEA sponsored CRP on fuel

modelling at extended burnups.

B.2 FUTURE WORK

The future work regarding the study of fuel rod be laviaur is

basically aimed at the following directions.

i) Modifications in the cade FAIR fro improve it* capahilitiwmt

The development of a fuel performance analysis code is always an

on-going activity. These codes require continuous validation and

updating as and when the understanding of complex phenomena

affecting the fuel rod behaviour is improved. A healthy cycle

consisting of experimental and analytical efforts towards the

safe and economic functioning of fuel rods is the cause for this

never ending acivity in fuel rod modelling. As on today, the

following developments are planned as a part of the

modifications in the code FAIR.

a) Revalidation of the existing models in the code FAIRs The

code FAIR has been used for analysing high burnup fuel rods as a

part of the IAEA sponsored CRP on Fuel Modelling at Extended

burnups (FUMEX). The analytical predictions of the code for this

exercise have been delivered to the agency as the first part of

this blind cade comparison exercise. Once the experimental

results are made available, the areas for further model

development will be identified specifically to model high burnup

fuels.



b) Modifications in the existing empirical models of code FtilRt

The empirical densification and swelling models will b*

reinforced with the mechanistically based models available in the

literature. Also modifications are planned to model axial mixing

of fission gases by using finite element based calculations.

c) Modifications in the coda FAIR to model fuel rods of

advanced fuel cycles: The physical models incorporated in the

code FAIR at present: can analyse fuel rods of water cooled

reactors made of UQ2 and Zircaloy, These models will be

substituted with suitable models to analyse Mined oxide (MOX>

fuel rods and fuel rods of Advanced Heavy Water Reactor <AHWR>

and thorium based fuel.

ii> Studies of fuel rod behaviour under accident conditions: The

performance analysis of fuel bundle under postulated severe

accidents, such as LOCA with the failure of ECCS, is an important

exercise as the fuel bundle forms the first and second barriers

to the release of radioactive materials. The problem is quite

complex in nature because of slumping of fuel pins and ballooning

of clad due to pellet heatup. There is a future plan to modify

the code FAIR for attempting to analyse such scenario.
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